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THE FOLLOWING WORK NEEDS TO BE DONE IN LITERATURE COPY 

Love and Hate 

Reference to the context:-  

“ Why are you grown so rude? What change is this , sweet love?” 

1. Who is the speaker here? 

 Ans. Hermia is the speaker here. 

2. To whom are these words spoken? 

 Ans. These words are spoken to Lysander.  

3. Why is she saying that he had become rude? 

 Ans. She is saying that he had become rude because he says that he does not 

love her anymore, but he loves Helena. 

4. Do you think he really loved Helena? 

 Ans. No, he did not love Helena in reality as his love for Helena was the effect 

of love juice applied on his eyelids. 



 Answer the following:- 

1. Why do Demetrius and Lysander want to fight with each other? 

 Ans. They want to fight with each other in order to prove their love to Helena.  

2. What does Hermia accuse Helena for?  

Ans. She accuses Helena of stealing her love Lysander.  

3. According to Hermia, what did Helena do to steal her love Lysander? 

 And. According to Hermia, Helena used her height to attract Lysander as 

Hermia is short in height and Helena is taller than her. 

4. What does Hermia say to Helena in anger?  

Ans. In anger Hermia says that she would scratch out Helena’s eyes with the 

help of her nails. 

BROWN WOLF 

Understanding the text: 

1. NT; When the dog arrived at the cottage, Walt and Madge did not know 

where he came from. 

2. NT; The dog kept running away from Walt and Madge’s house because 

of his homing instinct which made him want to return to where he came 

from.  

       3.  NT; Wolf’s reaction to the Skiff Miller says that he was friendly with the 

man. 

       4.         T 

       5.         T 

Answer the following:- 

Ans.1 Madge and Walt had to work so hard to win over the dog because he 

was unfriendly at first and rejected all their attempts to make friends with him. 

Therefore, it took them a long time to make him trust and accept them. 

Ans.2 Walt ensured that the dog would be returned to him whenever he ran 

away by attaching a metal plate to his collar on which Walt’s name and address 

were inscribed. 



Ans.3 From wolf’s repeated disappearances, Walt and Madge noticed that 

every time he escaped, he headed in the Northern direction. This told them 

that he probably had come from somewhere up North. 

Ans.4 Walt and Madge met a man called Skiff Miller who had come from 

Klondike, a region in North-western Canada. 

Ans.5 ‘He’ is Skiff Miller. Based on wolf’s behaviour in the past, it seems 

unlikely that he would have let a stranger touch him like this. We know that it 

took him a whole year to allow Madge and Walt, who sheltered  and looked 

after him to win him over. So, there was not a chance that he would have let a 

stranger touch and examine him the way Skiff Miller did. 

Ans.6 When Miller expressed surprise that wolf barked, Madge thought he was 

trying to be funny because she did not realise that the dog recognized Miller 

and belonged to him. No, he was not making a joke. His friendly interaction 

with the dog tells us that they knew each other very well. 

Ans.7 ‘It’refers to the dilemma that Miller, Walt and Madge were facing i.e. 

who should be allowed to keep the dog. Skiff was thinking about Madge’s 

suggestion that the dog should choose who he wants to live with. He was 

debating the matter because he had missed the dog very much and did not 

want to lose again. But he also wanted the dog to be happy, even if it meant 

letting him live with Walt and Madge. 

Ans.8 Yes, the dog tried to make Walt, Madge and Skiff stay together. He kept 

trying to first convince Skiff to stay back. But when he saw Skiff retreating, he 

tried to tug at Walt’s hand in a bid to make him go along with Skiff. 

Ans.9 Yes, the dog made a firm decision in the end. We know this because he 

ran after Skiff and didn’t once turn back. 

 

             FOUR LITTLE FOXES  

About the poet 

▪ LEW SARETT was  an American poet, lecturer and teacher. He was very 

interested in nature and Native American literature and often based his 

work on these themes.  

Summary 



▪ The speaker in the poem pleads with early Spring to come gently 

without making much noise, for the previous day, he had found four 

newborn fox cubs wriggling on the ground in the windy Valley where he 

lives. He begs the cold March winds to blow softly for the cubs had 

watched their mother die, her feet caught in a trap and her blood 

splattered on the snow. He asks the spring to tread softly and not scare 

the babies; they were blue with cold and starving. When he covered 

them with branches to warm them, they had suckled his hand. He 

requests March to tread softly with its wild storms because the baby 

foxes were cuddling up to one another, shivering and whining in the 

sleet.  

Sound patterns 

▪ REPETITION 

          speak gently, walk softly, go lightly, step softly 

▪ ALLITERATION 

           sudden sound, windy valley, bitter blow, step softly, whimpering with          

          step softly  

Figure of speech 

Apostrophe- The speaker addresses spring directly 

Understanding the poem 

▪ 1. The speaker has found four new- born fox cubs in a valley. 

▪ 2. The little foxes have seen their mother get caught in a trap. In saying 

that the cubs ‘watched their mother go’ the speaker means that the 

cubs watched their mother die a slow and painful death. 

▪ 3. B.  

▪ 4. In asking March to ‘walk lightly and step softly ’,  the speaker is 

appealing to March to be gentle and show mercy on the fox cubs by 

holding back it’s cold, frosty winds and dangerous hurricane. 

▪  The speaker asks March to do these things because the fox cubs are 

lying alone in the freezing cold without any food or shelter. If the 

weather continues to be stormy and frosty, the cubs will possibly die. 



▪ 5. The speaker describes how weak and vulnerable the fox cubs are by 

using these words and phrases- ‘new born’, ‘thin, blue foxes’, 

‘whimpering with pain’ and ‘shivering in the rain’.  

▪ 6. The line ,"the thin blue foxes suckled at my arm” tells us that the 

foxes mistook the speaker for their mother. They do so because 

previously, their mother was their one source of warmth and comfort 

and so when the speaker tried to shelter them and keep them warm, 

they mistook him for their mother. 

▪ 7. The cruel killing of their mother has left the cubs in such a sorry, 

weakened state that even something as gentle and pleasant as spring 

can be too hard for them to take. The poor little things cannot do 

anything for themselves because they are so small and thus have to 

depend on the mercy of others to survive. Therefore, the speaker feels 

that he must appeal even to spring to be gentler than it already is to 

the cubs.  

   

Appreciating the poem 

▪ 2. a) yes,  the speaker’s voice softens ,perhaps to a whisper at the end 

of each stanza . 

▪ 2. b) In each stanza, the repeated word is expressed as a request in the 

first line and then, as a plea in the last line. 

▪ 3. a, b, and d 

 

 


